David Bell will be at the site early and will mark the gate with some bright colored flagging. Here are some written directions to go along with the map.

FROM DUKE: Take NC 751 N till it dead ends into US 70 (Hillsborough Rd.) with a stop light. Turn left onto US 70 and take an immediate left onto Old NC 10. The speed limit will change to 35 mph. Soon after, take a left onto New Hope Church Rd. The Duke Forest Gate will be on the right.

FROM RTP/RALEIGH: Take I-40 W to NC 147. Exit and go north through Durham and merge with I-85. Take exit 170 and take your first left at the stop light onto Mt. Herman Church Rd (to warn you, a right at this intersection puts you on Pleasant Green). Take a right on Old NC 10. The speed limit will change to 35 mph. Soon after, take a left onto New Hope Church Rd. The Duke Forest Gate will be on the right.

FROM CHAPEL HILL: Take NC 86 N out of Chapel Hill. Take a right on New Hope Church Rd. The Duke Forest gate will be on your left almost all the way to Old NC 10.